Tilt Lever Momentary Switch: 510168

The function of the momentary switch button on the turn signal lever or the tilt column lever is to trigger a ground signal to a momentary switch module designed to set functions based on each ground trigger. This lever can be used with a wiper or dimmer kit, it can also be used for other items.

1. Thread this lever into the hole on the side of the column taking care to prevent the wire from chafing on the column.

2. Using a piece of florist wire, fish the wire down through the column to where the wires exit. Then tape the gray wire to the florist wire and gently pull the wire through the column.

3. Attach the gray wire from the lever to the gray wire on the dimmer/wiper kit per instructions.

   **Please Note:** This lever must be grounded for the switch to work properly. The lever should be grounded through the column, but if you have a fiberglass car, you must provide a ground to the column for this to work properly.